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Abstract—In the package design industry, there are a lot of tacit knowledge resided within each designer. The objectives are to capture them and compile it to be used as a teaching resource and to create a video clip of package design process as well as to evaluate its quality and learning effectiveness. Interview were used as a technique for capturing knowledge in brand design concept, differentiation, recognition, rank of recognition factor, consumer survey, knowledge about marketing, research, graphic design, the effect of color, and law and regulation. Video clip about package design were created. The clip consisted of both the speech and clip of actual process. The quality of the video in term of media was ranked as good while the content was ranked as excellent. The students’ score on post-test was significantly greater than that of pre-test (p<0.001).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Packaging was defined as a coordinated system of preparing goods for safe, secure, efficient and effective handling, transport, distribution, storage, retailing, consumption and recovery, reuse or disposal combined with maximizing consumer value, sales and hence profit [1]. This indicates that it is a combination of several disciplines. In order to design a good package, it would require both knowledge and skills. It is also necessary to think scientifically as well as artistically. These requirements post challenges to teaching package design course, which was offered to students with either science or art/design background.

In package design course, two types of knowledge were required to be transferred to students, tacit and explicit. Explicit knowledge, presented in textbook and articles, is easy to capture and transfer to students. Instructors, even with little experience in package design, are keen on doing so. Unlike explicit knowledge, tacit knowledge, which resides with people’s memories and minds, is rather difficult to capture and transfer. In addition, many of instructors may not possess the tacit knowledge in all discipline necessary for teaching packaging design. Therefore, the instructor will need to capture this knowledge in order to transfer to students. Tacit knowledge can be transferred to either explicit or tacit knowledge. Socialization is the process to transfer tacit to tacit knowledge while a combination of internalization and externalization is required to transfer tacit to explicit knowledge [2].

Socialization with an expert enables one to generate tacit knowledge from the tacit knowledge of the expert, for example, students learn the experts’ skill. However, it has some limitations that neither the students nor the expert would gain any systematic insight into their craft knowledge. This was because the knowledge being transferred has never become explicit [2]. Also, socialization with expert may not be applicable for education both time- and financial-wise. Transforming tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge is more practical and sustainable especially for education but it is time consuming and could be problematic [3]. Very little methodology has been done to convert tacit to explicit knowledge.

Knowledge capturing technique is critical for knowledge management and sharing and it is important for converting from tacit to explicit knowledge. Kulandaisamy and ramanujam proposed the use of exchange protocols, which may substantially increase people’s ability to express what they learned from the rich narrative with the note that structuring the recall may help the conversion process [3]. There was also a proposed based on case-study and survey in the governmental organization to use the storytelling system in the form of an expert interview using an interviewer, story editor, story moderator and user [4].

Our objectives are 1) to compile knowledge obtained from interviewing professional package designer and used as a resource for teaching package design, 2) to create a video clip based on the actual package design process and explicit knowledge obtained from the previous interview and 3) to evaluate the quality and learning effectiveness of the video clip.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Insight from Professional Package Designer

Professional package designers not only possess explicit knowledge, but they also have many tacit knowledge. Structured interview were used to capture those knowledge and converted to explicit knowledge. Ten professional designers/advertisers, who we deemed as an experienced packaging designer, were selected as an expert in our data
collection process. Questions about aspects that greatly influence package design were asked. The questions include brand design concept, differentiation, recognition, consumer survey, marketing knowledge, research information, graphic design, and priority list in making the package recognized by consumers, the effect of color, and the influence of law and regulation. The data received were compiled into a basic knowledge as a result of converting from tacit to explicit knowledge.

B. Packaging Design Process

Although packaging design process is quite standard, there are many tacit knowledge within the process. We chose to illustrated through video clip with the case study of Bureau of Supporting Industry Development, Department of Industrial Promotion, Ministry of Industry, who support Small Medium Enterprise in their package development. Pre-interview was conducted to obtain preliminary information. Story board was written before actual filming take place. The production was done mainly at the Bureau of Supporting Industry Development, Department of Industrial Promotion, Ministry of Industry, Thailand. The film was then edited before the sound the picture were synchronized. The target group of the video was undergraduate students in Printing or Packaging Technology who studied packaging design course.

C. Evaluation of Package Design Video

The package design video was evaluated in term of quality and learning effectiveness. In term of quality, the video was evaluated in two aspects: content and media, by 3 experts in each category. Five Likert Scale were used for evaluation. The score of five represents excellent quality while the score of three represents medium quality and the score of one represents the poor quality and the need of improvement. The average quality score for each aspect were interpreted as 4.50 - 5.00 representing excellent, 3.50 – 4.49 representing good, 2.50 – 3.49 representing medium, 1.50-2.49 representing fair and 1.00-1.49 representing poor.

Learning effectiveness was investigated by a group of 20 freshmen from the Department of Printing and Packaging Technology. The sample group was given a pre-test before watching the video and a post-test after watching the video. Pre-test and post-test were drawn from the same pool of question. Each evaluator received different questions and the pre-test and post-test questions were different. The result from the pre- and the post-test were compared. Paired T-test was used to determine if the score were significantly different.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Insight from professional package designer

From the interview, the conclusion of each topic being asked was summarized as an explicit knowledge from professional package designer as followed:

1) Brand design concept

Brand should be easy to remember and should be a good representative of the product. It should stand out from other competitor. Some also suggested that the brand should be simple with little detail. Not all packaging designer do the brand design as it was found that designers who work for large packaging manufacturer company do not do the brand design.
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2) Differentiation issues

Packaging can contribute to make the product different from the competitors’. In order to do this, designer must do the survey of the target group and analyze consumer behavior in order to gain an idea on how to make the package differentiate. The technique for differentiation mentioned by experts include shelf placement, strong brand identity, layout, color, drawing, and photograph, distinguished shape, slogan, additional features, and cost reduction while maintaining the shape and strength of the original package.

3) Recognition

Packaging can help consumer recognize the product by using clear and meaningful graphic, use photograph to convey message, slogan, use identity or memory of the product or the place you bought (such as in the case of souvenir or product for tourist). Two testing of the package recognition were recommended. One was to test the structure by removing all graphics and see if the package can still be recognizable. The second was to place on the shelf and look from afar to see whether the package can still be recognizable.

4) Rank of recognition factor

The word that came up in the list when the professional packaging designer were asked about what factors influence the recognition of the package included color, shape, detail, brand, properties, usage, and text. The two words that come up most frequently were color and shape/structure.

5) Consumer survey

Consumer survey received a positive response of being important to the package design process but the way it was conducted was different for each designer. Some of the examples include interview and questionnaire, observation, review of previous research or article and experience. Experience can only be used with those who work repeatedly on the same or similar product category or target group. Many designers do not do their consumer survey by themselves but use information provided by marketing department or marketing firm. Consumer survey should be done both before and after designing the package. Prior to design, it is conducted to collect information about the users of the product. The point in the survey may be differed for different market. For example in Thai market, it needs to be focus on price while in some developed country the focus of the survey is at usage, safety, and environmental issues. Consumer survey maybe conducted also for the selection of preliminary design. Consumer survey must be done again when prototype is available. The focus of the latter is to evaluate the ease of use, the ability of the package to communicate clear message about the product and the price as well as to compare with the previous packages or the competitors’ packages.
6) Knowledge about marketing
Marketing knowledge is an essential part of package design. Although many designers deemed that they do not do their own market survey, it is still important to understand the concept of marketing because it helps in communication with the client. Marketing is used to assess target group and how to reach them and to determine if the price of the package, which plays part to the selling price of the product is suitable.

7) Research
Many packaging designers work in collaboration with other people as packaging is a truly multidiscipline in their nature. Some research topics related to packaging design mentioned by experts are environmental aspect, easy open, tight seal, inertness of material, life cycle, food contact material, additives, printing properties, consumer behaviors. The research can be done in term of product, raw material, and client information. These can be carried out by literature searching, visiting client facility, attending exhibition or participating in packaging related competition.

8) Graphic design
It is recommended that the design brief is done and the objective is clearly reviewed before the design process start. This is to ensure that the design response to the client’s demand. Graphic design depends on the product and target group and it must be known prior to starting the design step if the package needs no or only little graphic. The basic components of graphic design are text, color, graphic and layout. Within the 10 experts being interviewed, there are two non-graphic designer as they are more specialized in structural design. However, they recommended that the graphic is done by the graphic designer that knows the target market and its culture well.

9) The effect of color
All experts think that color has influence on product on various aspects such as identification, differentiation, communication of feeling, recognition, emotion and buying decision. It can also be used as consumer segmentation. However, the use of color depends a lot of the culture.

10) Law and Regulation
It is unanimous that law and regulation have influenced the design of package. The issues included in this law and regulation are symbol, warning symbol, barcode, transportation, packaging for hazardous material, copyright, safety and food contact material.

B. Packaging Design Process
From the initial interview with its executive and staff of Bureau of Supporting Industry Development, Department of Industrial Promotion, Ministry of Industry, we found that its design process started with inquiring related information both from the client as well as other resources such as internet, magazine, and internet survey. Once enough information is gathered, the structural design process begins. For its client, which are SME, the structure design is usually based on the existing pattern. This allows for lower production cost for the order of smaller volume. The graphic design include both the logo (unless the client has already have one) and other complimentary graphic. The material to be used for the package and sometime the package itself is tested. The testing are usually out-sourced to a more experienced organization. Once the designer is satisfied with the design, he/she will present it to the client for the feedback. This feedback is then used for correction of the design as well as the information for the next project. Once the design is finalized with the client, it is send to package manufacturer for the actual production.

The video was created based on the story of the packaging design process. The examples of packaging were given at the introduction of the video. Then, the MC introduced the packaging as an important tool for today’s product and the purpose of the video and the director of Printing and Packaging Section of Bureau of Supporting Industry Development talked about the purpose of having packaging. This is followed by the steps of package design, which followed the ordered mentioned above, which illustrated with both speech and the video clip of the actual working process. It is believed that actually seeing the video will enable students to vision what happens in the package design process better. The video also uses music and graphic to help gain students’ attention. Some of the pictures captured from the video were shown in Fig. 1-4.
Fig. 4 Prototype package ready to present to the client

C. Evaluation of Package Design Video

The quality of the video in the aspect of media and content were evaluated. As a media, the video received the overall score of 4.33, 4.11 and 4.13 for picture, sound and technique (Table I). This indicated a good quality all three category. When look in the detail of each category, all were in good quality except the sequence of picture was rated as excellent with the score of 4.67. For sound, each individual detail received rating of good while, for technique, all were good except the length of the video were rated excellent.

The overall quality of the video content were excellent (Table II). All aspect received excellent rating except the clarity and scope of content. Both of which received the score of 4.33, which means the good quality.

The learning effectiveness was also evaluated by students. The average difference between pre- and post-test were 2.5 points out of 15 points (approximately 17%). This difference was significant (p<0.001).

IV. CONCLUSION

The use of tacit knowledge extracted from the designers along with staff and executives at the Bureau of Supporting Industry Development, Department of Industrial Promotion, Ministry of Industry is useful information for teaching of packaging design. The video created to show the process of packaging design were rated as good quality media and its content were excellent. Students who watched the video had significantly higher post-test score than they did for pre-test score. This video has also been used in Packaging Design Class at the Department of Printing and Packaging Technology, King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi.
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